
The Complete Guide to 
Returns Reconciliation
Get an accurate picture of your company’s �nancial health.



Introduction
This guide serves as a reconciliation roadmap for eCommerce businesses that explains why it is 
impo�ant, how to reconcile your Shopify store, as well as key challenges and how to solve them. But 
before we jump in, it’s impo�ant to understand how this �ts into your accounting system. So what is 
reconciliation exactly? It sta�s with bookkeeping. Bookkeeping is the day-to-day process of recording 
transactions, categorizing them, and reconciling bank statements. Reconciliation is a process that uses 
two sets of records to ensure �gures are accurate and in agreement. When reconciling your Shopify 
store, your bookkeeper looks at your business balance and transactions and matches them to your bank 
or credit card statements. Accounting is the high-level process that looks at your business progress 
and makes sense of the data compiled by the bookkeeper by building �nancial statements. 

Reconciliation is the process of 
ensuring that two sets of records 
(usually the balances of two 
accounts) are in agreement. 

If you want to grow your eCommerce business and stay �nancially healthy, you need an accurate 
picture of your company’s �nancial health and needs. This means regularly reconciling your Shopify 
store -- including exchange and repurchase transactions. 

Reinventing returns as a sales channel
Historically brands and retailers have viewed returns as a liability to be managed. A logistical headache 
and a drain on pro�ts. But when done right, returns drive sales. That’s what we’re doing at Returnly. 

How It Works
With Returnly, your customers can exchange for a di�erent size, style or new product altogether 
directly from your returns po�al. This is based on available inventory. If they opt for a return refund 
instead, we issue an instant store Credit (via a temporary voucher) to shop across your catalog until 
their return is processed. If the customer picks something more valuable than their original order, we 
allow them to do that and you get incremental dollars on top of the saved sale. Once the return items 
are checked in, if the customer has not used the Credit, Returnly will deactivate the voucher and 
issue a refund for any outstanding balance back to their original payment method.

The importance of reconciliation 

Building this practice will give a true po�rayal 
of revenue and costs, save your business 
money, and prevent surprises down the road. 
It also be�er positions you to secure �nancing 
as investors will want to see accurate, timely 
�nancial documents, including reconciliation 
records, before providing funding.

This means that your on-demand return po�al 
which was once only intended to automate 
workloads, has now become a meaningful sales 
channel that generates increased revenue and 
customer lifetime value.

When done right, returns drive 
sales. That’s what we’re doing at 
Returnly. 



Our methodology
Returnly follows accounting best practices when facilitating repurchases and exchanges by maintaining 
your order integrity. Rather than applying a 100% discount for a $0.00 order, we place a new order 
generating an additional sale. This means you will temporarily have two full priced orders in Shopify and 
no corresponding refund. Once the item is sent back and processed, the order will be marked as 
returned with no refund. 

If a customer decides to keep the 
return or their package gets lost in 
the mail, we take that loss and you 
get two sales.

Occasionally we see shoppers change their 
mind and decide to keep both items -- the 
original return and the repurchase or exchange. 
With Returnly, this amazing customer 
experience is possible and you just got two 
sales (for the price of one).

What are the benefits of placing a new sale?
1. Allow customers to get a return refund on an exchange
First and foremost, this process guarantees the best experience for your customers. If a customer 
wants to return their exchange, this is possible because Returnly has placed a new full priced order in 
Shopify. If Returnly applied a discount to the new order for the amount that the product is wo�h, the 
net sales amount would be $0.00. This means that the Total Sales amount would be $0.00 plus Tax. 
This leaves no money available to refund the shopper if they would like to return. As a result, the 
merchant would have to either force a gift card refund or cut them a check. This can ruin the 
customer relationship forever, and all it takes is one angry customer who “can’t get their money back” 
and decides to share their experience with the world. This poor customer service experience can 
spread very, very quickly.

2. Don’t miss the chance to double your sales
Because Returnly ful�lls the exchange or repurchase order instantly, the majority of your customers 
will have both the return item and the new item in their possession at the same time. The longer a 
customer has a product, the more of an a�achment they form with it, the less likely they are to return 
it. Because of this, customers occasionally decide they’d like to keep both items. Congratulations! 
You just booked two sales and your customer had an amazing shopping experience. 

3. Avoid downstream e�ects of altering orders
Recording �nancial data is the most fundamental pa� of bookkeeping, but it won’t do much good if 
you can’t understand your records or you have a false sense of how your business is pe�orming. Our 
methodology allows you to maintain clean records helping prevent tax issues, audits, and unwelcome 
�nancial surprises down the road. 

4. The future is automated
By mapping to Shopify’s logic for return, we are well positioned to build automated returns 
reconciliation. Making it as turnkey as possible to reconcile Returnly with your Shopify store is a top 
priority -- and 100% automation is the goal.



Shopify’s limitations with returns
There is a fundamental issue with Shopify that impacts Returnly and your repo�ing. Shopify assumes 
that every return results in a refund. As we know, there are many possible outcomes of a return -- 
refund for store credit, exchange, repurchase for something new -- even a return of an exchange. 

How to reconcile Shopify reporting

Due to Shopify’s limitations,  
reconciliation is required. We 
follow accounting best practices 
to make it simple and hassle-free.

Due to Shopify's limitations with returns, 
repo�s in Shopify won't accurately po�ray your 
return outcomes. Manual reconciliation steps 
must be taken to arrive at accurate sales 
repo�ing within Shopify. Simply ignoring this 
step will result in big issues down the road as 
you will have a false sense of how your business 
is pe�orming.

Adjustments for Shopify’s Total Sales repo�

Follow the simple steps outlined below to reconcile your Total Sales.

Step 1: Download the Returnly Gross-to-Net Sales repo�

•  From the Returnly Admin, visit Analytics > Finances
•  Navigate to the Gross-to-Net Sales repo� and click Expo�
•  Select appropriate Date Range and Time Zone to match your Shopify repo�
•  Download the repo� to a CSV (Comma-Separated Values)

Step 2: Append the Gross-to-Net Sales repo� to the Shopify Total Sales repo�

•  From the Shopify Admin, visit Analytics > Repo�s
•  Navigate to Finances, click Total Sales and Expo�
•  Download the repo� to a CSV (Comma-Separated Values)
•  Looking at your .csv repo�, append the Gross-to-Net Sales repo� to your Shopify Total Sales 

repo� in Excel or the system of your choice
•  Sum the following columns: Gross sales, Discounts, Returns, Net sales, Taxes, Shipping, Total Sales
•  By combining the repo�s, the Total Sales �eld will add up to your Total Sales, thus e�ectively

reconciling for exchanges and repurchases, while also adjusting for Gross Sales, Discounts, Returns,
Net Sales, Taxes and Shipping

Gross-to-Net Sales Repo�



How to track Returnly generated gift cards
Know the liabilities coming from Returnly

Not all gift cards are created equal. Leverage this repo� to identify Returnly generated gift cards, track 
the status of the gift card regarding the associated RMA, eg. if it was created for an exchange and how 
much the shopper spent, and to estimate your liabilities coming from Returnly. 

You can use this repo� to complement your existing Shopify Gift Cards repo� to be�er manage gift 
card inventory.

Step 1: Download the Returnly Gift Cards repo�

• From the Returnly Admin, visit Analytics > Finances
• Navigate to the Gift Cards repo� and click Expo�
• Select appropriate Date Range and Timezone
• Download the repo� to a CSV (Comma-Separated Values)

Step 2: View the balance of active gift cards

•  In the repo�, you will �nd a column titled Enabled with each card marked as either TRUE 
   (for enabled cards) or FALSE (disabled cards)

•  Filtered by Enabled? = TRUE 

•  Sum the Balance of this Filtered list for the total balance of active gift cards 

If you have questions about reconciling Returnly with your Shopify repo�ing, contact 
the Returnly Success team at: success@returnly.com

Gift Cards Repo�


